
DAYS UNAVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE USE 
DECLARATION 

Employer: The University of Western Australia 

Driver Name: 

Driver Employee Number: 

Vehicle Registration Number: 

Vehicle Make/Model: 

Please indicate the dates (if any) of which this vehicle was not available for private use and outline 
the conditions rendering the vehicle unavailable for private use (see over page for guidance). 

NB. Documentary evidence will be requested to substantiate any days declared as being 
unavailable for private use.  Without sufficient documentary evidence the private use days 
of this vehicle will not be reduced. 

Start Date End Date Reason Days 

Total Days 

I acknowledge that this declaration is true and correct. 

For this form to be considered a completed Statutory Declaration, the form must be submitted 
by a Pheme controlled email account by using the below “Submit” button. 



REDUCTION IN DAYS AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE USE 

In certain circumstances a vehicle will be considered not available for private usage.  They include: 

1. Panel beating repairs to restore a car back to its original condition.

This would typically include situations where a car is involved in an accident but also extends
to where the detailing of a University car requires panel beating services.  The car needs to be
in a non-drivable state in order to meet this reduction in deemed private use, therefore it does
not include personal discretionary panel beating services or ordinary car servicing.

2. Car impounded on University premises.

For a vehicle to be genuinely impounded, the following conditions must be met:

(i) the vehicle is parked on the employers premises;
(ii) the vehicle is not available for private use of any other employee or associate;
(iii) the keys are surrendered to the employer; and
(iv) an odometer reading is taken by the employer when the keys are removed from the

employee and again when the keys are returned to the employee. 

3. Car available for the private use of OTHER employee(s) or their associate(s).

NB: This does not reduce the days available for private use for the vehicle, but it will reduce
the proportion allocated to you in calculating your fringe benefits tax liability and hence the
reportable benefit shown on your payment summary.

If the vehicle was available for the private use of other employees or their associates, please
show the name(s) of the driver(s) and the dates concerned on the attached form. The total
FBT liability for the year will be apportioned between the various drivers. If the grossed up
figure of the apportioned benefit, for any of the nominated drivers exceeds $1000, the amount
will be shown on those drivers’ payment summaries, therefore please get the nominated
drivers to countersign the form.
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